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Solve what’s next with SHI
SHI’s dedicated team of technical experts are redefining the education landscape by helping 
schools and colleges discover the power of modern learning environments. As a vendor 
neutral reseller, we have access to cutting-edge technologies that can redefine the way 
students learn, allowing further engagement and collaboration through innovative spaces. 
Wherever you are in your digital transformation, we are here to walk the path with you.   
Let SHI help solve what’s next for your school.

To learn more, contact Edusupport@SHI.com.

Your network should evolve with the digital demands of teaching and learning. It should be robust, reliable, and – 
most of all – secure. Our team of dedicated solutions engineers helps you design, implement, and manage your 
upgraded network, guaranteeing it performs effectively. This ensures you can focus on your students, not  
your infrastructure.

Determine your drivers for change:
In a hybrid world, students are looking for flexibility in how and where they learn. Having a robust IT 
infrastructure enables every element to work together to provide a seamless learning environment.

Networking solutions 
include: 

• Access points and 
bridges

• Hubs and switches

• Modems

• Network-attached 
storage

• Network cables

• Routers 

Improved resilience

Your network is what enables all the elements of your IT 
environment to cooperate. Designing resilient networking 
minimizes the impact of incidents, ensuring that your 
faculty and students can access systems and data to get 
the information they need. 

Improved reliability

When students have flexible learning, it is critical 
that systems are consistent, accessible, and reliable. 
Implementing a robust, modern network can ultimately 
facilitate the engaging learning experience that all your 
students deserve.

Cost optimization

Having a clear understanding of your networking 
requirements can prevent overpaying for unnecessary 
technology. Based upon our thorough requirements 
analysis, SHI’s networking experts will identify vendors that 
align best with your school’s vision and budget.

Networking 
Redefine your school’s infrastructure
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